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Introduction
Before I say anything else, allow me to sincerely thank you for your purchase
of Sex Magnet 2.0 for Gay Men. It is very much appreciated, and it makes
a real dierence for me, just as this program will make a real dierence for
you.

NOTICE
Sex Magnet is specically designed to be used after you have used all six
stages of the latest version of the Alpha Male Subliminal Training Set For
Gay Men, and within 3 months of having nished that program. While you
may get results using this program without benet of using the Alpha Male
Training Set For Gay Men rst, you will be losing out on a lot of important
base-line foundation building and attitude/perception adjustment and their
results by doing so. It is strongly suggested and recommended to you that
you use all six stages of the Alpha Male Subliminal Training Set For Gay
Men before you use this program. So far, I have seen a lot of men try to skip
it, and not a one has nished this program before deciding that they think
it is wiser to go back and do things the way I instruct them to. The fact is,
I cannot do everything in one program, so please follow instructions on this
point, and nish AM/GM before using SM/GM. Also, if it has been more
than 3 to 6 months since you did AM/GM, you will want to at least do a
refresher of that program for 32 to 96 days.

If you are in a committed relationship and you do not wish to
attract and have sex with multiple men other than your current
partner, DO NOT use this program! You have been warned.

What Should I Expect?
If you have followed the instructions and used the Alpha Male Subliminal
Training Set For Gay Men before using this program, you know that six
stage sets take time to complete. The typical six stage set requires 32 days
per stage. In this case, you are suggested to use this program 32 (thirty-two)
days per stage, but you may use it for as much as double that  64 (sixtyfour) days per stage  if you wish. However, do not change the amount of
time each stage is used once you have set the precedent with Stage 1.

In
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other words, whatever amount of time you use Stage 1 for, use for all six
stages. That is very important for best results. So, expect this program to
require between 6 and 12 months to work through fully, depending on your
preferences.
Also expect that this program has been designed quite dierently than the
Alpha Male Subliminal Training Set For Gay Men, and therefore will produce
dierent eects in a number of areas for that reason. First, instead of Stage
1 being designed specically as a clearing stage, with almost no introduction
of the goal purpose, I have presumed the use of the Alpha Male Subliminal
Training Set For Gay Men, which allowed me to use stages 1, 2 and 3 to extend the introductory and foundation building while simultaneously allowing
the introduction of serious goal oriented material in even Stage 1. In other
words, it gets serious from the start, and does not nish bringing you up to
speed until the end of Stage 3. That is necessary because of how complex,
intricate, advanced and just plain massive the script for the program is. As
of this writing, this is literally the most complex and advanced subliminal
ever created, and if it is not the most powerful, it is certainly up there in the
top three.
Expect to see results, but don't expect to be swimming in lust crazed virgins, or drowning in sexual interest from gay men overnight. The changes are
not just going to be making sex happen more frequently through manifestation, which is external, but there will be a great deal of changes happening
internally for you as well.

The Stages Explained

Stage 1
Stage 1 is the preliminary stage, in which there are two primary goals:

1.

Normalization and foundation building.

This stage is trying to

make every man who uses it equal, balanced and solid in terms of self
esteem, self respect, self image, sexual condence, sexual stamina and
sexual performance minimums.

This allows the rest of the program

a stable, predictable basis from which to begin and continue making
changes.
2.

Introduction of goal materials and manifestation eorts.

While

not everything will be available for you to start with in Stage 1, those
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things that can be introduced towards making you more capable and
comfortable with socializing and attracting handsome gay men for sexual purposes are presented. Furthermore, the beginning of the manifestation sequences begins here, although it is not yet a major focus.

Stage 1 is primarily concerned with preparing you for those things that are
critically important for success in meeting and seducing handsome gay men,
including self condence, self esteem, self respect, self control, refusal to be
tricked, used or mistreated sexually, and the generation of and use of aura
manipulation takes place starting here.

Kills neediness.

Sex drive begins

increasing.

Stage 2
Stage 2 continues, extends and enhances a lot of the self improvement, normalization and foundation building eors of Stage 1.

It also begins intro-

ducing new concepts that step up your development as both a skilled irt
and a man skilled at attracting and seducing handsome gay men. Manifestation becomes a solid component of the program at this stage. New auric
enhancements are added in and woven into previous aura generation and
enhancements. Escalation de-sensitization makes it easier to escalate a gay
man past talking, and into more advanced stages, such as touch. Body language eects and eye seduction introduced here. Focus on causing gay men
to notice, become interested in, and approach you is introduced. Automatic
detection of, and refusal to have sex with, gay men who are attempting to
manipulate you with sex, use you for sex, or have STDs is introduced. Sexual
stamina and self control work begins. Kills neediness. Increases sex drive.
Introduces pulling the trigger resistance removal. Introduces a special new
type of manifestation methods.

Stage 3
Stage 3 takes the self improvement and foundation building to it's logical
limit and conclusion. Manifestation becomes a multi-threaded eort, and a
new form of manifestation is introduced here as well. Major focus on not
just eortless socializing and irting with handsome gay men, but automatically steering conversations toward sex and escalating to sex in other ways.
Touch and touch based seduction starts becoming natural and automatic
here. Pulling the trigger hestation is dealt with. Aura is further enhanced
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with new changes. Extension of concepts introduced in Stage 2. Major focus
on causing gay men to notice, become sexually attracted to, and approach
you. Kills neediness. Increases sex drive.

Stage 4
Jettisons the booster rockets from stages 1, 2 and 3 that were acting to get
you to a stable state from which to deal with, attract and seduce handsome
gay men. Focus now shifts strongly toward enhancing concepts introduced
in Stage 2 and 3, and includes new and more advanced enhancements, ideas
and manifestation specics. Introduces getting handsome gay men to try to
seduce you.

Stage 5
Even more focused than Stage 4. Refreshes Stage 3 concepts that were not
dealt with in Stage 4.

Now the focus is not on introducing new material,

but in solidifying the more advanced stu introduced in stages 3 and 4,
magnifying and enhancing the changes that have already taken place, and
getting handsome gay men to approach and seduce you. Starts polishing the
eects of all previous stages.

Stage 6
Final polish of all eects so far. Focuses on shifting you approach and seduce
them to they approach and seduce you.
eects.

Final push for manifestation

Refreshes some important materials from previous stages.

Pulls

everything together and turns it into a well balanced, coherent whole.

Refresher
The refresher stage is a way to maintain the eects of the whole program
without having to necessarily run through the whole thing again after having
done so once.
It is recommended that after nishing Stage 6 of SM/GM, you run through
the full six stages of AM/GM again followed by SM/GM again after that
during the second year. From there, you should be solid enough to do with
just the refresher stage.
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To usethe refresher stage, simply play it for 32 days every 23 months until/unless you don't think you need it anymore.

Notes On Stages
Not everything each stage does is described explicitly. This is partly because
each stage does so many things that it would be impossible for me to describe
it all short of showing you the scripts. Scripts are not available because they
contain trade secrets developed by me over the last 6 years, which I do not
care to just give away to everyone else out there who makes subliminals, but
hasn't made the eort to gure these things out for themselves. Therefore,
the descriptions given here are rough and do not get terribly specic, but
will give you a good idea of what is going on in each stage. Also keep in mind
that Version 2.0 is built using a smooth stage transitioning method, which
means that the transitions between stages will not necessarily bring obvious
shifts in direction or experience from stage to stage.

Worry not; they are

still taking place behind the scenes, and you'll see results a little faster than
Version 1.0 would have allowed because of this.
In many cases, specics are left out so that your conscious mind cannot interfere with the process, which will make the program produce better results.

How To Use This Program
The design of this program is such that it is basically re and forget. You
choose which type of track you prefer to use (ultrasonic/silent, Masked/Trickling
Stream or Masked/Ocean Surf ), and then set it to play on loop from speakers
in your bedroom all night long as you sleep. Headphones and earbuds can
also be used, but are not recommended for use with ultrasonic subliminals,
or while you are sleeping. Speakers and 24/7 looping in the bedroom makes
for best overall results.

1. Pick Your Format
Each stage comes as three dierent tracks: a masked track that sounds like
the ocean surf; a masked track that sounds like a trickling stream; and an
ultrasonic track that is eectively silent to most adults. Simply choose which
format you prefer (ocean surf, trickling stream or ultrasonic) and play it on
continuous loop.
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2. Usage Times
You should aim for 8 hours of exposure per day, which is the recommended
amount of time.

DO NOT

use it for more than 16 hours per day.

Your

mind must have time to process the input. Using it too much can degrade
processing speed.

Day refers toeach 24 hour period, so you can use the

program any consecutive 8 hours in each day, even while you sleep at
night.

3.

DO NOT USE THIS PROGRAM WITH ANY OTHER

SUBLIMINAL PROGRAM!
This program is too complex, intricate and demanding on your mind and
body for it to be eective when used with ANY other subliminals. The only
exception is a Type A1 program, which does not use worded scripts. Poetry
of the Silent Eros Volumes 1 and 3 are the only Type A1 programs that
currently exist.
Sex Magnet is designed to access and use ALL of your mental capacity and
put it to use towards achieving the goals of the program.

It will also use

your dreams at night, daydreams, and all sources of energy it can, including
your sex drive, to power its eorts. For this reason, you must allow it to be
the

only program you use during the time it is in use.

I recommend against using armations or hypnosis during this time as well.

4. Volume Selection
Setting the volume is easy.

For masked tracks, use a volume that both

allows you to hear the program even at the maximum distance from the
speakers, and allows you to be comfortable with the volume.

If you are

using headphones or earbuds, set the volume to what allows you to hear the
lowest volume points if you use ocean surf format, or whatever is comfortable
for trickling stream format. You should not be able to hear voices clearly.
For ultrasonic volume, set the volume for masked format, and then use that
volume for ultrasonic format. If you experience headaches, nausea or discomfort upon using ultrasonic format, the volume is too high. Lower it slowly
until you don't experience those symptoms anymore.
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5. Recommended Usage
It is recommended that you use the program on loop while you sleep, and
play it in your bedroom through speakers at a comfortable volume. In some
cases, it is helpful to create a playlist and use that.
Use the program every day, preferably for the same amount of time per day
and at the same time per day. Use each stage for the same amount of time,
without missing days.
Recommended exposure time per day is 8 hours; do not exceed 16 hours of
exposure per day. You need time to process and act upon the instructions,
and you need time to rejuvenate your energy as well. Processing subliminals
as intricate and complex as this one is requires a lot of energy, and you may
nd yourself feeling very tired during stages 1 and possibly 2.

Eventually

you will adjust to the additional mental exercise. Too much exposure per
day is actually counterproductive, and will slow down your results.

